We attack the problem of building classifiers for public faces from web images collected through querying a name. The search results are very noisy even after face detection, with several irrelevant faces corresponding to other people. Moreover, the photographs are taken in the wild with large variety in poses and expressions.
Introduction
Constituting an important portion of the queries, searching for people requires to manage large number of face images piling up on the web. With the recent advances, especially for celebrities and politicians, the returned results -even with a query based on the textual content-provide a large pool of positive instances. This suggests the use of returned results for building models automatically in developing large-scale systems and eliminating the human effort.
Although queries for the popular people are likely to provide more promising results compared to the others (see Figure 1 ), famous people tend to change their make-up, hair style/color, and accessories more often, and they are photographed in unconstrained environments and conditions with a diverse set of sources, resulting in a large variety in their visual appearances. They are also likely to be captured with others, and their names are mentioned in stories related to others, causing irrelevant faces to be retrieved. Figure 1 . The search results for Angelina Jolie are more satisfactory than the ones for Aileen Quinn since there are more instances encountered on the web. On the other hand, Angelina Jolie is pictured more often in a diverse set of conditions and outfits, causing larger variety in her looks compared to Aileen Quinn whose pictures are mostly taken from the movie Annie. In both cases, it is likely for the returned images to include more than a single person: either irrelevant people due to the text mentioning the name in a different story, or the others in relation with the queried person.
For the query results to be helpful in building models, faces corresponding to other people should be eliminated and discriminative as well as diverse set of faces for the queried individuals should be selected.
In this study, we address the problem of building models for identification of faces through exploiting the weakly labeled web data. We propose a new method, Face Association through Model Evolution (FAME), that utilizes the noisy results obtained through a name query to construct models. Our models evolve through consecutive iterations to associate the query name with the correct set of faces. These models are then used to label faces on novel datasets. FAME removes the outlier faces in constructing models, while retaining the diversity as much as possible. Figure 2 . Overview of the proposed method. The data is pruned from spurious instances through eliminating the outliers. Then, the most confident in-class examples are utilized to build the models. These successive steps are repeated to construct the final model. Figure 2 depicts the overview of FAME. Details will follow the review of the relevant studies and the benchmark datasets used in the experiments.
Related Works and Datasets
The work of Berg et al. is one of the first attempts in large scale face labeling through utilizing weakly-labeled web images [5, 4] with the "Labeled Faces in the Wild" (LFW) dataset introduced. Assuming that in an image at most one face corresponds to a name, they use names as constraints in clustering faces. With a similar constraint that faces in an image cannot be in the same cluster, Pham et al. [24] use a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method. With these methods it is likely to have clusters with several people mixed in, and multiple clusters for the same person, although ideally there should be a single cluster per person. [22] consider the problem as retrieving faces for a single query name, and then pruning the set from the irrelevant faces. With the assumption that the most similar subset of faces will correspond to the query, the densest component in the similarity graph is sought using a greedy method. For improvement, [13] uses a constraint for each image to contain a single instance of the queried person and assigns nonzero weights to nearest neighbors in the graph. They also handle multi-person naming and null assignments.
In [14] face-name association is tackled as a multiple instance learning problem over pairs of bags, where a pair of bags is labeled as positive if they share at least one name in their caption. Labeled Yahoo! News dataset is introduced through manually annotating and extending LFW dataset.
In [16] , attribute and smile classifiers are proposed for verifying the identity of faces and Pub- Fig Recently, PubFig83, a subset of PubFig dataset with near-duplicates eliminated and individuals with large number of instances selected, is provided for face identification task [25] . Inspired from biological systems, [25] consider V1-like features. In [8] , person-specific subspace analysis is presented for identification of celebrities. [20] defines the open-universe face identification problem as identifying faces with one of the labeled categories in a dataset including distractor faces that do not belong to any of the labels. In this direction, [2] combines PubFig83, as being the set of labeled individuals, and LFW, as being the set of distractors.
Although search-based face annotation [31] , which aims to annotate a face image through exploiting the labels of top ranked similar facial images, is similar to our problem in dealing with noisy labels, the problem different than ours where there is no query image to measure the similarity.
Inspired by the recently emerged studies on harvesting web for re-ranking of search results and building qualified training sets [11, 3, 17, 27, 7, 12] and on discovering discriminative patches [18, 29, 10, 15] , we attack the problem of face identification as the learning of models through pruning the weakly-labelled data.
Model Evolution
An important caveat in learning models from weaklylabeled data is the impurity of the collection. Spurious instances in the collection should be eliminated before generating models for the categories. We present an approach for learning better models through iteratively pruning the data (see Figure 2 ). The proposed method allows the models to evolve through eliminating the outlier instances and separating the most confident instances from the others with successive linear classifiers.
First, we learn a hyperplane that separates the initial set of candidate class instances from the large set of global negatives representing the rest of the world against the class of interest. Then, we select some fraction of the class instances distant from the separating hyperplane and use them as the category references as they are confidently classified against the rest of the world. We consider the rest of the class instances as possible spurious instances.
We then learn another model to capture in-class dissimilarities between the category references and possible spurious instances. We combine the confidence scores of the first and the second models as a measure of instance saliency. This combination allows us to benefit both from being different from the rest of the world, and in-class affinity of the instance. We detect instances with the lowest confidence scores as the outliers for that iteration. These steps are iterated multiple times up to a desired level of pruning (see Figure 3 ).
The large dimensional representation used (see Section 3.2) allows the diverse set of positive examples to be kept in the final model, but might cause computational burden with complicated learning models. Therefore, we leverage simple linear regression (LR) models with L1 norm regularization performing sparse feature selection as the learning evolves.
Note that, our focus is to eliminate the outliers and purify the data while keeping most of the positives, and therefore it is not sufficient to only select most confident instances.
Iterative Data Elimination
Algorithm 1 summarizes our data elimination procedure. Here, C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . c m } refers to the example face images collected for a class and N = {n 1 , n 2 , ..., n l } refers to the vast numbers of global negatives. Each vector is a d dimensional representation of a single face image.
At each iteration t, the first LR model M 1 learns a hyperplane between the candidate class instances C and global negatives N . Then, C is divided into two subsets: p instances in C that are farthest from the hyperplane are kept as the candidate positive set (C + ) and the rest is considered as the negative set (C − ) for the next model. C + is the set of salient instances representing the category references for the class and C − is the set of possible spurious instances. 
The second LR model M 2 uses C + as positive and C − as the negative set to learn the best possible hyperplane separating them. For each instance in C − , by aggregating the confidence values of both models, o instances with the lowest scores are eliminated as the outliers.
This iterative procedure continues until it satisfies a stopping condition. We use M 1 's objective as the measure of data quality. As we incrementally remove poor instances, we expect to have better separation against the negative instances. If it saturates after a small number of iterations, we guarantee that at least 0.1 of the initial data is removed. LBP encoding for an RGB image. We might observe eye or mount shaped filters from the raw image filters and more textural information from the LBP encoded filters. Outlier filters are very cluttered and observe low number of activations mostly from background patches.
Representation
Being effective, variants of Locally Binary Patterns (LBP) have been heavily utilized in the literature [1, 32, 6, 26] . Following the same direction we exploit LBP features.
To represent face images we learn two distinct set of filters by an unsupervised method as in [9] (Figure 4 ). First set is learned from the raw-pixel random patches extracted from grey-scale images. The second set is learned from LBP encoded images [1] .
First set is receptive to edge-and corner-like structural points and the second set is sensitive to textural commonalities of the LBP histogram statistics. LBP encoded images are invariant to illumination since the intensity relations between pixels are considered instead of pixel values. We use rotation invariant LBP encoding [19] that gives binary codes for each pixel. We convert these binary codes into corresponding integer values. A Gaussian filter is used to smooth out the heavy-tailed locations.
First, we extract a set of randomly sampled patches in the size of predefined receptive field. Then, contrast normalization is applied to each patch (for only raw-image filters) and patches are whitened to reduce the correlations among dimensions. These patches are clustered into K groups using k-means. We perform thresholding to centroids with box-plot statistics over the activations counts to remove the outlier centroids. After the learning phase, centroid activations are collected from receptive fields with small striding. We applied spatial average pooling onto five different grids (center and four quadrants). This yields a 5xK dimensional representation for each face, for each different set of filters. We use triangular activation function to map each receptive field to learned centroids. Assuming the patches assigned to outlier centroids are not relevant, we avoid them in pooling.
Experiments
For web-scale face verification, the task of given two face images deciding whether both belong to the same person, performances are closely approaching to human level [30] . We are interested in face identification, i.e. inferring the identity of people from their face images, and thus the setup is different than face verification.
Datasets
Training images are collected from Bing, and benchmark datasets FANlarge [21] and PubFig83 [25] are used to test.
Bing collection: For each name, 500 images are gathered using Bing image search 1 . Categories are chosen as the people having more than 50 annotated face images in FAN-large or PubFig83 datasets. In total, 22,6691 images are collected corresponding to 365 names in FAN-large, and 83 names in PubFig83. Additional 2,500 face images for queries "female face", "male face",' 'face images" are collected to construct the global negatives. Face detector of [33] is used for detecting faces. Only the most confident detection is selected from each image to be put into the initial pool of faces associated with the name. This process results in 450 faces on the average per category. Other detections are added to global negatives. Note that, this process assumes that the queried person appears as the largest and most visible face in the image, although this is not true in most of the cases and it may result in additional noise.
Test collections: EASY and ALL sets from FAN-large face dataset are used [21] . EASY subset includes faces larger than 60x70 pixels. ALL includes all faces without any size constraint. There are 138 names from EASY, and 365 from ALL subsets, with 23,952 and 199,295 images respectively. On the average there are 541 images for each name. PubFig83 [25] dataset, the subset of wellknown PugFig dataset with 83 different celebrities having at least 100 images, is also used in testing. In this set, nearduplicates and the ones that are no longer available at Internet are removed [2] .
Implementation Details
The dataset is expanded with horizontally flipped images. Before learning filters from raw-pixel images, height of each grey-level face image is resized to 60 pixels and LBP images are resized to120 pixels. LBP encoding has been done by 16 different filter orientation and at radius 2. Random patches are sampled from images and contrast normalization is applied to only raw-pixel patches. Then, ZCA whitening transform is performed with ǫ ZCA = 0.5.
We use receptive field of 6x6 regions with 1 stride and learn 2,400 centroids for both raw-pixel and LBP encoded images. Hence, we come up with 2 (raw-pixel + LBP) x 5 (pooling grids) x 2,400 (centroids) dimensional feature representation of each image. We used Euclidean Distance. We detect the outliers by a threshold at the 99% upper whisker of the centroid activations. Our implementation of feature learning framework is aggregated upon the code by [9] .
For iterative elimination, we train L1 norm Logistic Regression model with Gauss-Seidel algorithm [28] and final classification is done with Linear SVM through grafting algorithm [23] that learns sparse set of important features incrementally by using gradient information. At each FAME iteration we eliminate five images. We stop when there is no improvement on the accuracy. If the classifier saturates so quickly, iteration continues until 10% of the instances are pruned. If we encounter memory constraints due to large number of global negatives, at each iteration we sample a different set of negative instances, to provide slightly different linear boundaries to detect different spurious instances.
Evaluations
As seen in Figure 5 , at each iteration of model evolution, dataset is divided into candidate positives (the most representative class instances), and possible negatives (where outliers are likely to be found). As Figure 6 shows, FAME is able to learn models from noisy datasets, while eliminating the outliers at successive steps for a variety of people.
We evaluate the performance of FAME on PubFig83 dataset to test the effectiveness of some implementation details. As Figure 7 -(a) shows with the increasing number of iterations, more outliers are eliminated. Although some correct instances are also eliminated, the ratio is very low compared to the spurious instances. Moreover, observations show that the eliminated positive examples are usually not in good quality and thus their elimination from the final model is not harmful but rather helpful as supported with the results in Figure 7 -(b). As seen in Figure 7 -(c) , we can achieve accuracies up to 75.2 on FAN-Large (EASY) and 79.8 on PubFig83 by removing one outlier at each iteration while we prefer to eliminate five outliers for the efficiency.
We also compared the performances obtained with different features on PubFig83 dataset with the models learned from web. While LBP filters alone have the accuracy 60.7 and raw-pixel filters reach up to 71.6, the combination of both gives the highest performance of 79.3. As the results suggests, although LBP filters are not competitive with raw-pixel filters, its textural information is subsidiary to raw-pixel filters with increasing performance. Table 1 . Accuracies on FAN-Large [21] EASY and ALL (FANL-E and FANL-A), and PubFig83 as well as on the held-out set of Bing collection. FAME-M1 uses only the model M1 that removes instances regarding global negatives. FAME-SVM uses SVM in training and FAME-LR is the proposed method using linear regression. Baseline method learns models directly from the original results without pruning. Comparisons are also given for [29] . 
Comparisons
We compare FAME with the baseline method that learns models from the raw collection gathered through querying the name without any pruning. As seen in Table 1 , with one versus all L1 norm Linear SVM model on the raw data, the performance is very low on all datasets.
We learn the models from web images and test them on the novel datasets (FAN-large and PubFig83) for the same categories. To test the effect of training and testing on the same type of dataset, we perform an experiment by dividing the collected Bing images into two subsets. As expected results are better on the same type of data, but FAME leads encouraging results even in the case of domain shift.
As the most similar data handling approach to ours, we compare FAME with the method of Singh et al. [29] (Ta- ble 1). [29] clusters the data to capture intra-cluster variance and uncover the representative instances. They require to decide the optimal cluster number in advance and divide the problem into multiple homologous pieces to be solved separately, increasing the complexity of the proposed system. We solve intra-class modularity by using large dimensional representations that supposedly make different classes linearly separable, even if classes include different modularities. We also find the representative instances by a supervised model which separates representative ones from the rest. Another difference lies in the philosophy. They aim to discover representative and discriminative set of instances whereas we aim to prune spurious ones. Hence, they need to keep all vast negative instances on memory but we can sample different subsets of global negatives and find corresponding outlier instances. It provides faster and easier way of data pruning. They divide each class into two sets and apply their scheme by interchanging data after each iteration like in the case of co-training learning procedure which demands large number of instances for reliable results. We prefer to use all the class data at once in our particular scheme. Comparisons with [29] show the superiority of FAME. We use the released code with up-limit settings of our resources.
To test the effectiveness of the proposed linear regression based model learning, we compare our results by using only the M 1 model (FAME-M1) and using SVM for classification (FAME-SVM). As shown in Table 1 , all FAME mod-els outperform the baseline method as well as the method of [29] with a large improvement using the LR model.
Finally, we compare the performance of FAME on the PubFig83 dataset with the other state-of-the-art studies on face identification. In this case, unlike the previous experiments where we learned the models from web images, in order to make a fair comparison we learned the models from the same dataset. As seen in Table 2 FAME achieves the best accuracy in this setting. Referring back to Table 1 , even with the domain adaptation setting where the model is learned from the noisy web images our results are comparable to the most recent studies on face identification that train and test on the same dataset. Note that, the method of Pinto et al. [25] is similar to our classification pipeline but we prefer to learn the filters in an unsupervised way with the method of Coastes et al. [9] . In this setting, we also test the effect of number of centroids K. The accuracy for K=1500, 2000, 2400 are 84.90, 88.60, 90.75 respectively. Even for K=2000, FAME is better than the other methods.
Conclusions
We propose a novel method to prune the web images collected for a query to learn models to be used for classification on novel datasets. The proposed method outperforms the baseline and is comparable to state-of-the-art methods even within the difficulties of domain adaptation. In the future, we would like to test the method on the social network data with the faces of ordinary people.
Although the proposed method is tested for identification of faces, it is a general method that could be used for other domains as we aim to attack as our future work.
